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The Power of Partition Based Backgrounds
An earlier Tips and Tricks article, Understanding EBSD Background
Corrections (Insight Vol. 13 No. 4), discussed backgrounds in
TEAM™ and how important they were to getting good data. A lot
has changed in the years since that article, specifically the release of
OIM Analysis™ v8 and the ability to reindex inside it. While OIM
Analysis™ has all the tools needed to reindex any dataset, new tools
for backgrounds have been added that can greatly increase data
quality.

a)

Combining the new background tools with the partition-based
approach in OIM Analysis™ with different backgrounds is very
powerful, but first we need to understand the purpose of a background.
The reason for a background is to allow the Hough Transform enough
contrast to find the lines of an EBSD pattern efficiently and correctly.
A raw, as collected, EBSD pattern shows an area of higher intensity
(Figure 1a) with a gradient usually radially decreasing from the pattern
center. This becomes apparent if you look at the pattern gray scale
values as Z (Figure 1b). The Kikuchi lines themselves are overlaid on
top of this gradient as local peaks sticking out from the gradient,
making them difficult to see.

Depending on the type of background used and the sample being run,
issues can arise in pulling those Kikuchi lines from the Hough
Transform. A good example of this is looking at the differences
between a homogenous sample versus a sample with a widely differing
backscatter coefficient. In a homogenous sample, a static background
subtraction should get rid of that gradient, but in the heterogenous
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Figure 2. The same raw pattern using (a) a static background subtraction versus (b) a
static background division can show different details. This is usually most apparent in
multiphase samples.

sample the static background can over subtract, causing areas to be
undersaturated (Figure 2a). In cases like this, a background division
can often be the better choice (Figure 2b).

b)

Why does all this matter with reindexing inside OIM Analysis™?
Users can now make a partition specific background, avoiding some
issues that can occur, specifically in multiphase samples. Let’s look
at a geological sample with spinels and akermanite. The spinels
(Figure 3a) show strong pattern intensity with a simple static
background subtraction (Figure 3b). If a dynamic background
subtraction (Figure 3c) is attempted, some of the pattern contrast is
lowered. A blurring of the pattern occurs when a dynamic background
division (Figure 3d) is applied, potentially lowering indexing
precision. For most applications, the standard background subtraction
would be the best choice.

Figure 1. (a) The raw pattern shows hints of a gradient, but it is masked by the Kikuchi pattern. (b) If
the gray scale value are plotted as Z, the radial nature of the background intensity becomes apparent.
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Figure 3. Patterns for spinel show differing features and intensity when different
backgrounds are used. (a) The raw pattern is generally noisy, while (b) a standard
background subtraction causes the intensity of the Kikuchi lines to really appear.
(c) Dynamic background subtraction causes a general loss of contrast, while (d) a
dynamic background division leads to a blurring of the background and pattern for
spinel on this dataset. Data courtesy of P. Mane, University of Arizona.

Let’s compare this to akermanite from the same sample. The raw
akermanite pattern (Figure 4a), lacks contrast, while using just a pure
static background subtraction (Figure 4b) helps define the lines better.
Contrast is still not strongly seen in the pattern and in some areas lines
could be missed by the Hough. Also the lower symmetry of the
akermanite (tetragonal versus spinel’s cubic) requires more lines to get
better indexing results, while finding more lines in a low contrast pattern
could cause false lines to be detected. By using a dynamic background
subtraction (Figure 4c) or a dynamic background division (Figure 4d),
the lower order lines can pop, greatly increasing data quality for this
lower symmetry phase.
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Figure 4. (a) The raw akermanite pattern shows a general lack of contrast, (b) while
that contrast is slightly enhanced using a static background subtraction. (c) If the
pattern is background corrected using a dynamic background substraction, the contrast
is lost, but lines are better defined than either static routine. (d) The best results for this
data is the dynamic background division routine, which allows clear identification of
lower order reflectors that are not apparent in the other patterns. This would allow for
much better precision and accuracy for indexing this material. Data courtesy of P.
Mane, University of Arizona.

Overall, the best spinel patterns come from a simple background
subtraction, but lose some contrast using a dynamic background
division. The akermanite pattern pops using the dynamic background
division, but a static background subtraction misses some of the lower
order lines. Previously in TEAM™, users would have to choose which
background to use for the entire dataset, possibly losing some data
quality with a phase. Now with partition based background, users do
not need to compromise.

